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An international OLT/CETSC* meeting was held in Gremersdorf, Germany, November 13, 2010. 

The following is an overview of the OLT-news for 2011.  

See details in “OLT Regulations 2011”, which you can find under “OLT” on http://www.classicmx.se 

    * CETSC = The new Classic European Twin Shock Championship (TSC) 

OLT Classes 

The three classes -50, 50+ and 60+ remain like before. New for 2011 is that riders of age 66 years or 

older (=66+) ride with green number plates/white numbers. 

This to avoid that riders must change number plates between races. 

 

OLT Rules 

The OLT-regulation says: The race organizer gives three cups per class for the result of the day. 

   The OLT Organisation gives three cups per class (-50, 50+, 60+) for the total result of the year. 

 

New for 2011 is that the OLT-organisation also gives special cups to the 3 best 66+ riders  

(in the 60+ class) for the total result of the year. 
 

OLT Motor bikes: 

Carburettor of later design with time typical look/characteristic is allowed 

This is added to, in a more simple way, be able to replace worn out original carburettors.  

New made copies of the original do not always have properties corresponding to the original.  

(Difficult to start, running uneven etc.) 

Carburettors using other properties than the original are not allowed. (time typical look/characteristic) 

 

Silencer of later design, for the purpose of lower noise level, is allowed. 

The noise level at the races is more and more noticed as a trouble outside the race track areas. 

For us, coming to enjoy the races, the “Old sound” is a part of the total experience! 

In a lot of cases neighbours and local authorities require a lower noise level from clubs and organizers, 

in some cases as a condition for the continuation of the activities. Therefore it is important to keep up 

with the development/not exceed max. noise level allowed, and preferable be one step ahead. 

This addition has been introduced to the regulations to avoid doubts about what is allowed. 

 

New class? (Note, this is not OLT!) 

A proposal for a new class for “Light 4-strokes” (ex. BSA Victor/B50) was discussed in the meeting.  

A working group was established with the task to make up a proposal/ investigate possibilities.  

More info will follow in the beginning of 2011. 

  

Races 2010 OLT/CETSC  

Races 2011 Date Place Country Confirmed 

OLT-1  CETSC-1 ** May 7 Pössneck DE Yes 

OLT-2   June 4 Mosten DK Yes 

CETSC-2     Not yet 

CETSC-3    Not yet 

OLT-3  CETSC-4 * August 6-7 Linköping SE Yes 

 

       ** = The race is a combined OLT- and CETSC-race 

http://www.classicmx.se/

